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1. Introduction   
The design and the control of humanoid robots are one of the most challenging topics in the 
field of robotics and were treated by a large number of research works over the past decades 
(Bekey, 2005) (Vukobratovic, 1990). The potential applications of this field of research are 
essential in the middle and long term. First, it can lead to a better understanding of the 
human locomotion mechanisms. Second, humanoid robots are intended to replace humans 
to work in hostile environments or to help them in their daily tasks. Today, several 
prototypes, among which the most remarkable are undoubtedly the robots Asimo 
(Sakagami , 2002) and HRP-2 (Kaneko, 2004), have proved the feasibility of humanoid 
robots. But, despite efforts of a lot of researchers around the world, the control of the 
humanoid robots stays a big challenge. Of course, these biped robots are able to walk but 
their basic locomotion tasks are still far from equalizing the human’s dynamic locomotion 
process. This is due to the fact that the control of biped robot is very hard because of the five 
following points: 
• Biped robots are high-dimensional non-linear systems, 
• Contacts between feet and ground are unilateral, 
• During walking, biped robots are not statically stable, 
• Efficient biped locomotion processes require optimisation and/or learning phases,  
• Autonomous robots need to take into account of exteroceptive information. 
Because of the difficulty to control the locomotion process, the potential applications of 
these robots stay still limited. Consequently, it is essential to develop more autonomous 
biped robots with robust control strategies in order to allow them, on the one hand to adapt 
their gait to the real environment and, on the other hand, to counteract external 
perturbations.
In the autonomous biped robots’ control framework, our aim is to develop an intelligent 
control strategy for the under-actuated biped robot RABBIT (figure 1) (RABBIT-web) 
(Chevallereau, 2003). This robot constitutes the central point of a project, within the 
framework of CNRS ROBEA program (Robea-web), concerning the control of walking and 
running biped robots. The robot RABBIT is composed of two legs and a trunk and has no 
foot. Although the mechanical design of RABBIT is uncomplicated compared to other biped 
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robots, its control is a more challenging task, particularly because, in phase of single 
support, this robot is under-actuated. In fact, this kind of robots allows studying real 
dynamical walking leading to the design of new control laws in order to improve biped 
robots’ current performances.  
Figure 1. RABBIT prototype 
In addition to the problems related to control the locomotion process (leg motions, stability), 
it is important to take into account both proprioceptive and exteroceptive information in 
order to increase the autonomy of this biped robot. The proprioceptive perception is the 
ability to feel the position or movements of parts of the body and the exteroceptive 
perception concerns the capability to feel stimuli from outside of the body. But the both 
proprioceptive and exteroceptive information are not treated in the same manner. The 
proprioceptive information, which are for example the relative angles between two limbs 
and the angular velocity, allow to control the motion of the limbs during one step. The 
exteroceptive perception must allow to obtain information about the environment around 
the biped robot. These exteroceptive information allow using predictive strategies in order 
to adapt the walking gait regarding the environment. 
In fact, although the abilities of RABBIT robot are limited in comparison to other humanoid 
robots, our goal in middle term, is to design a control strategy for all biped robots. 
In our previous works, we used CMAC (Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller) neural 
networks to generate the joint trajectories of the swing leg but, for example, the length of the 
step could not be changed during the walking (Sabourin, 2005) (Sabourin, 2006). However, 
one important point in the field of biped locomotion is to develop a control strategy able to 
modulate the step length at each step. In this manner, in addition to modulate the step 
length according to the average velocity, like human being, the biped robot can choice at 
each step the landing point of the swing leg in order to avoid obstacle. But in general, as in 
the case of human being, the exteroceptive information allowing to give information about 
obstacles in the near environment of the robot are not precise measures. Consequently, we 
prefer to use fuzzy information. However this implies to deal with heterogeneous data, 
which is not a trivial problem. One possible approach consists to use soft-computing 
techniques and/or pragmatic rules resulting from the expertise of the walking human. 
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Moreover, this category of techniques takes advantage from learning (off-line and/or on-
line learning) capabilities. This last point is very important because generally the learning 
ability allows increasing the autonomy of the biped robot. 
Our control strategy uses a gait pattern based on Fuzzy CMAC neural networks. Inputs of 
this gait pattern are based on both proprioceptive and exteroceptive information. The Fuzzy 
CMAC approach requires two stages: 
• First, the training of each CMAC neural networks is carried out. During this learning 
phase, the virtual biped robot is controlled by a set of pragmatic rules (Sabourin, 2005) 
(Sabourin, 2004). As a result, a stable reference dynamic walking is obtained.  The data 
learnt by CMACs are only the trajectories of the swing leg. 
• After this learning phase, we use a merger of the CMAC trajectories in order to generate 
new gaits.  
In addition, a high level control allows us to modify the average velocity of the biped robot. 
The principle of the control of the average velocity is based on the modification, at each step, 
of the pitch angle. 
The first investigations, only realized in simulation, are very promising and proved that this 
approach is a good way to improve the control strategy of a biped robot. First, we show that, 
with only five reference gaits, it is possible to adjust the step of the length as a function of 
the average velocity. In addition, with a fuzzy evaluation of the distance between feet and 
an obstacle, our control strategy allows to the biped robot to avoid obstacle using step over 
strategy.  
This paper is organized as follows. After a short description of the real robot RABBIT, 
section 2 gives the main characteristics of the virtual under-actuated robot used in our 
simulations. In Section 3, firstly you remind the principles of CMAC neural networks and 
the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system, secondly Fuzzy CMAC neural networks are 
presented. Section 4 describes the control strategy with a gait pattern based on the Fuzzy 
CMAC structure. The learning phase of each CMAC neural network is presented in section 
5. In section 6, we give the main results obtained in simulation. Conclusions and further 
developments are finally set out. 
2. Virtual modelling of the biped robot RABBIT 
RABBIT robot has only four joints: one for each knee, one for each hip. Motions are included 
in the sagittal plane using a radial bar link fixed on a central column that allows to guide 
robot's advance around a circle. Each joint is actuated by a servo-motor RS420J. Four 
encoders make it possible to measure the relative angles between the trunk and the thigh for 
the hip, and between the thigh and the shin for the knee. Another encoder, installed on the 
bar link, gives the pitch angle of the trunk. Two binary contact sensors detect whether or not 
the leg is in contact with the ground. Based on the information given by the encoders, it is 
possible to calculate the length of the step Lstep when the two legs are in contact with the 
ground. The duration of the step tstep is computed using the contact sensor information (the 
duration from take-off to landing of the same leg). Furthermore, it is possible to estimate the 
average velocity VM using (1). 
step
step
M
t
L
V =  (1) 
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The characteristics (masses and lengths of the limbs) are summarized in table 1.  
Limb Weight(Kg) Length(m) 
Trunk 12 0.20 
Thigh 6.8 0.40 
Shin 3.2 0.47 
Table 1. Robot's limb masses and lengths 
Since the contact between the robot and the ground is just one point (passive DOF), the 
robot is under-actuated during the single support phase: there are only two actuators (at the 
knee and at the hip of the stance leg) to control three parameters (vertical and horizontal 
position of the platform and pitch angle). The numerical model of the robot previously 
described was designed with the software ADAMS1 (figure 2) 
Figure 2. Modelling of the biped robot with ADAMS 
This software, from the mechanical system's modelling point of view (masses and geometry 
of the segments) is able to simulate the dynamic behaviour of such a system and namely to 
calculate the absolute motions of the platform as well as the limb relative motions when  
torques are applied on the joints by virtual actuators. Figure 3 shows references for the 
angles and the torques required for the development of our control strategy. 
1iq  and 2iq  are respectively the measured angles at the hip and the knee of the leg i. 0q
corresponds to the pitch angle. sw
kneeT  and 
sw
hipT  are the torques applied respectively to the knee 
and the hip during the swing phase, st
kneeT  and 
st
hipT  are the torques applied during the stance 
phase.
The interaction between feet and ground is based on a spring-damper modelling. This 
approach allows to simulate more realistic feet-ground interaction namely because the 
contact between the feet and the ground is compliant. However, in order to take into 
account the possible phases of sliding, we use a dynamic friction modelling when the 
tangential contact forces is located outside the cone of friction. The normal contact force 
nF
is given by equation (2): 
                                                                
1 ADAMS is a product of MSC software. 
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y  and y are respectively the position and the velocity of the foot (limited to a point) with 
regard to the ground. 
nk  and nλ  are respectively the generalized stiffness and damping of 
the normal forces. They are chosen to avoid the bouncing and limit the foot penetration in 
the ground. Tangential contact force 
tF  is computed by using equation 3 with 1tF  and 2tF
which are respectively the tangential contact force without and with sliding. 
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x  and x  are respectively the foot position and the velocity with regard to the position of the 
contact point 
cx  at the instant of impact with the ground. tk  and tλ  are respectively the 
generalized stiffness and damping of the tangential forces. 
gλ  is the coefficient of dynamic 
friction depending on the nature of surfaces coming into contact, 
gμ  a viscous damping 
coefficient during sliding, and 
sμ  is the static friction coefficient. 
Figure 3. Angle and torque parameters 
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In the case of the control of a real robot, its morphological description is insufficient. It is 
thus necessary to take into account the technological limits of the actuators in order to 
implement the control laws used in simulation on the experimental prototype. From the 
characteristics of servo-motor RS420J used for RABBIT, we thus choose to apply the 
following limitations:  
• when velocity is included in [ ] rpm2000,0 , the torque applied to each actuator is limited 
to Nm5.1  which corresponds to a torque of Nm75  at the output of the reducer (ration 
gear is equal to 50 ),
• when the velocity is included in [ ] rpm4000,2000 the power of each actuator is limited 
to W315 ,
• when the velocity is bigger than rpm4000 , the imposed torque is equal to zero. 
3. Fuzzy-CMAC neural network  
The CMAC is a neural network imagined by Albus from the studies on the human 
cerebellum (Albus, 1975a), (Albus, 1975b). CMAC is a neural network with local 
generalization abilities. This means that only a small number of weights are necessary to 
compute the output of this neural network. Consequently, the main interest is the reduction 
of training and computing times compared with other neural networks (Miller, 1990). This is 
of course a considerable advantage for real time control. Numerous researchers have 
investigated CMAC and have applied this approach to the field of control namely for biped 
robots' control and related applications (kun, 2000), (Brenbrahim, 1997). However, it is 
pertinent to remind that the memory used by CMAC (e.g. the needed memory size) 
depends firstly on the input signal quantification step and secondly of the input space size 
(dimension). For real CMAC based control applications, the CMAC memory size becomes 
quickly very big. In fact, on the one hand, in order to increase the accuracy of the control the 
chosen quantification step must be as small as possible; on the other hand, generally in real 
world applications the input space dimension is greater than two. In order to overcome the 
problem relating to the size of the memory, a hashing function is used. But in this case, 
because the size of the memory allowing to store the weights of the neural network is 
smaller than the size of the virtual addressing memory, some collisions can occur. Another 
problem occurring in the case of multi-input CMAC is the necessity to set out a learning 
database covering the whole input space. This is due to the CMAC local generalization 
abilities and results in yielding enough data (either by performing a large number of 
simulations available from a significant experimental setup) to wrap all possible states.  
We propose a new approach making it possible to take advantage of both local and global 
generalization capacities with the Fuzzy CMAC neural networks. Our Fuzzy CMAC 
approach is based on a merger of all the outputs of several Single Input/Single Output 
(SISO) CMAC neural networks. This merger is carried out using Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy 
Inference System. This allows both to decrease the size of the memory and to increase the 
generalization abilities compared with a multi-input CMAC. In this section, as a first step, 
we present a short description of SISO CMAC neural network. Sub-section 3.2 describes the 
Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System. Finally, in sub-section 3.3 the proposed Fuzzy-
CMAC approach is presented. 
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3.1 SISO CMAC neural networks 
CMAC is an associative memory type neural network. Its structure includes a set of 
dN
detectors regularly distributed on several 
lN  layers. The receptive fields of these detectors 
cover the totality of the input signal but each field corresponds to a limited range of inputs. 
On each layer, the receptive fields are shifted to a quantification step 
qΔ . When the input 
signal is included in the receptive field of a detector, it is activated. For each value of the 
input signal, the number of activated detectors is equal to the number of layers 
lN  (a 
parameter of generalization). Figure 4 shows a simplified organization of the receptive fields 
having 14 detectors )14( =dN  distributed on 3 layers )3( =lN . Taking into account the 
receptive fields overlapping, neighbouring inputs will activate common detectors. 
Consequently, this neural network is able to carry out a generalization of the output 
calculation for inputs close to those presented during learning (local generalization). The 
output O  of the CMAC is computed using two mappings. The first mapping projects an 
input space point e  into a binary associative vector [ ]NdddD ,...,1= . Each element of D  is 
associated with one detector. When one detector is activated, the corresponding element in 
D  of this detector is 1 otherwise it is equal to 0 .
Figure 4. Description of the simplified CMAC with 14 detectors distributed on 3 layers 
The second mapping computes the output O  of the network as a scalar product of the 
association vector D  and the weight vector [ ]NdwwW ,...,1=  according to the relation 6, 
where Te)( represents the transpose of the input vector. 
WeDO T)(=  (6) 
The weights of CMAC are updated by using equation 7: 
l
ii
N
e
twtw
Δ
+=
−
β
)()( 1
 (7) 
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)( itw  and )( 1−itw  are, respectively, the weights before and after training at each sample time 
it  (discrete time). lN  is the generalization number of each CMAC and β  is a parameter 
included in [ ]1,0 . eΔ is the error between the desired output dO of the CMAC and the 
computed output O  of the corresponding CMAC. 
3.2 Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system 
Generally, the Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System (TS-FIS) is described by a set of 
)..1( kk NkR =  fuzzy rules such as equation 8: 
),...(...... 111 Nikk
j
ii
j xxfythenAisxandAisxif =  (8) 
)..1( ii Nix = are the inputs of the FIS with iN  the dimension of the input space. 
)..1( j
j
i NjA =  are linguistic terms, representative of fuzzy sets, numerically defined by 
membership functions distributed in the universe of discourse for each input 
ix . Each 
output rule 
ky  is a linear combination of input variables ),...,( 1 Nikk xxfy =  ( kf  is a linear 
function of
ix ). Figure 5 shows the structure of TS-FIS. It should be noted that TS-FIS with 
Gaussian membership functions is similar to the Radial Basis Function Neural Networks.  
Figure 5. Description of the Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System 
The calculation of one output of TS-FIS is decomposed into three stages: 
• The first stage corresponds to fuzzification. For each condition "" jii Aisx ; it is necessary 
to compute j
iμ   which is the numerical value of ix  input signal in the fuzzy set jiA .
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• In the second stage, the rule base is applied in order to determine each 
ku
(
kNk ..1= ). ku   is computed using equation 9: 
j
Ni
jj
ku μμμ ................21=  (9) 
• The third stage corresponds to the defuzzification phase. But for TS-FIS, the output 
numerical value Y  is carried out using the weighted average of each rule output 
ky
(equation 10) . 
kk
k
yuY ¦=  (10) 
With
ku  is given by equation 11: 
¦
=
=
rN
k
kkk uuu
1
/  (11) 
Furthermore, in the case of the zero order Takagi-Sugeno, the rule outputs are a singleton. 
Consequently, for each k rule,
knkk Cxxfy == ),.....,( 1  where kC is a constant value 
independent of the 
ix  input. 
3.3 Fuzzy CMAC 
Our Fuzzy CMAC architecture uses a combination of a set of several Single Input/Single 
Output CMAC neural networks and Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System. Figure 6 
describes the Fuzzy-CMAC structure with two input signals: e and X . e  is the input signal 
which is applied at all the 
kCMAC . ],...,[ 1 NixxX =  corresponds to the input vector of FIS. 
Consequently, the output of the Fuzzy CMAC depends on the one hand on TS-FIS and on 
the other hand on the outputs of a set of SISO CMAC.  
Figure 6. Bloc-diagram of the proposed Fuzzy CMAC structure 
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The calculation of Y is carried out in two stages: 
• First, the output of each 
kCMAC  is given by equation (12). kD  and kW  are respectively 
the binary associate vector and the weight vector of each 
kCMAC  (see section 3.1).  
k
T
kk WeDeO )()( =  (12) 
• Second, the output Y  is carried out using equation (13). In fact, Y  is computed using 
the weighted average of all CMAC outputs.   
)(eOuY kk
k
¦=  (13) 
This approach is an alternative solution of the Multi Input/Multi Output CMAC neural 
networks. The main advantages of the Fuzzy CMAC structure compared to MIMO CMAC 
are:
• First, the reduction of the size memory because the Fuzzy CMAC uses a small set of 
SISO CMAC, 
• The global generalization capabilities because the Fuzzy CMAC uses a merger of all 
outputs of CMACs. 
In our control strategy, we use Fuzzy CMAC to design a gait pattern for the biped robot. 
After a training phase of each CMAC, the Fuzzy CMAC allows us to generate the motion of 
the swing leg. In the next section, we present the principle used to train each CMAC neural 
network. 
4. Training of the CMAC neural networks  
During the learning phase, we use an intuitive control, based on five pragmatic rules, 
allowing us to perform a dynamic walking of our virtual under-actuated robot without 
reference trajectories. It must be pointed out that during this first stage, we both consider 
that the robot moves in an ideal environment (without any disturbance) and the frictions are 
negligible. As frictions are negligible, these fives rules allow us to generate the motions of 
the legs using a succession of passive and active phases. This intuitive control strategy, 
directly inspired from human locomotion, allows us to perform a stable dynamic walking 
using the intrinsic dynamic of the biped robot.  It is thus possible to modify the length of the 
step and the average velocity by an adjustment of several parameters (Sabourin-2004). 
Consequently, this approach allows us to generate several reference gaits which are learnt 
by a set of CMAC neural networks. 
In the next sub-section, a short description of the pragmatic rules to control the biped robot 
during the training of the CMAC neural network is presented.  In sub-section 4.2, we show 
how the CMAC neural networks are trained. Finally, we give the main parameters for five 
walking used during the learning phase (Sub-section 4.3). 
4.1. Pragmatic rules 
The intuitive control strategy is based on the following five intuitive rules: 
• During the swing phase, the torque applied to the hip given by equation (14) is just an 
impulse with a varying amplitude and a fixed duration equal to )( 12 tt − .
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otherwise
tttifK
T
pulse
hip 21
1
0
<<®¯­=  (14) 
Where pulse
hipK  is the amplitude of the torque applied to the hip at the beginning of the 
swing phase, and 
1t  and 2t  are respectively the beginning and the end of actuation 
pulse
hipK .
• After this impulse, the hip joint is passive until the swing leg is blocked in a desired 
position using a PD control given by equation (15), which makes it possible to ensure a 
regular step length. 
dsw
rrr
v
hipr
dsw
r
p
hip qqifqKqqKT 111112 )( >−−=   (15) 
1rq  and 
dsw
rq 1  are respectively the measured and desired relative angles between  the 
two thighs, and 
1rq  is the relative angular velocity between the two thighs. 
• During the stance phase, the torque applied to the hip, given by the equation (16), is 
used to ensure the stability of the trunk. 
0003 )( qKqqKT
v
trunk
dp
trunk
−−=  (16) 
Where
0q  and 0q   are respectively the angle and the angular velocity of the trunk and 
dq0  corresponds to the desired pitch angle of the trunk. 
• During the swing phase, the knee joint is free and the torque is equal to zero. At the end 
of the knee extension, a control torque, given by the equation (17) is applied to lock this 
joint in a desired position  dsw
iq 2 .
2224 )( i
v
kneei
dsw
i
p
knee qKqqKT −−=  (17) 
2iq  and 2iq   are respectively  the measured angular position and angular velocity of the 
knee joint of the leg i. 
• During the stance phase, the torque is computed by using equation (18). 
2225 )( i
v
kneei
dst
i
p
knee qKqqKT −−=  (18) 
We choose 02 =
dst
iq  at the impact with the ground in equation (18) which contributes to 
propel the robot if dsw
i
dst
i qq 22 > . During the continuation of the stance phase, the same 
control law is used to lock the knee in the position 02 =
dst
iq .
4.2. Training  CMACs 
Figure 7 shows the method used to train CMACs neural networks. For each reference gait, 
four SISO 
lCMAC )4,..,1( =l  neural networks learnt the trajectories of the swing leg (in 
terms of joint positions and velocities). Furthermore, we have considered that the 
trajectories of each leg in swing phase are identical. This allows to divide by two the number 
of CMAC and to reduce the training time. Consequently, two SISO CMACs are necessary to 
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memorize the joint angles 
1iq  and 2iq  and two other SISO CMACs for angular velocities 1iq
and
2iq . 1iq  and 2iq  are respectively the measured angles at the hip and the knee of the leg i; 
1iq  and 2iq  are respectively the measured angular velocities at the hip and the knee of the 
leg i (see figure 3).   
Figure 7. Principle of the learning phase of CMAC neural networks ( 11qe = )
When leg 1 is in support, the angle 
11q  is applied to the input of each lCMAC  ( 11qe = ) and 
when leg 2 is in support, this is the angle 
21q  which is applied to the input of each lCMAC
(
21qe = ). Consequently, the trajectories learnt by the neural networks are a function of the 
geometrical pattern of the robot. The weights of each 
lCMAC  are updated by using the error 
between the desired output d
lO  (
d
i
d qO 11 = ,
d
i
d qO 22 = ,
d
i
d qO 13 = ,
d
i
d qO 24 = ) of each lCMAC
and the computed output 
lO  of the corresponding lCMAC . Based on the previous 
consideration, it is possible to learn 
rN  different reference walking using 4×rN  CMACs.  
In the case of the simulations presented in this section, each CMAC has 6 layers ( 6=lN ).
The width of the receptive fields is equal to °5.1  and the quantification step 
qΔ  is equal to 
°25.0 .
4.3. Reference gaits 
During the training stage, five reference gaits with an average velocity 
MV  included in 
[ ]8.0..4.0  have been learnt by 45×  single input/single output rCMAC  ( 5=rN  and 4
CMACs for one reference walking). Table 2 gives the main parameters which are used 
during the learning phase according to the average velocity 
MV .
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VM is VerySmall (0.4m/S), Lstep is VerySmall (0.24m) 
VM is Small  (0.5m/S), Lstep is Small  0.3m 
VM  is Medium (0.6m/S), Lstep is Medium (0.34m) 
VM is Big (0.7m/S), Lstep is Big (0.38m) 
VM is VeryBig (0.8m/S), Lstep is VeryBig  (0.43m) 
Figure 8. Stick-diagram of the walking robot for five different velocities. VM and 
stepL  are 
respectively, from the top to the bottom, VerySmall, Small, Medium, Big and VeryBig.
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)/( smVM )(mLstep )(1 °
dsw
rq )(2 °
dsw
iq )(0 °
dq
1CMAC 4.0 24.0 20 7− 0
2CMAC 5.0 3.0 25 10− 5.1
3CMAC 6.0 34.0 30 14− 4
4CMAC 7.0 38.0 35 20− 5.6
5CMAC 8.0 43.0 40 25− 5.10
Table 2. Parameters used during the learning stage for five different average velocities 
dsw
rq 1  is the desired relative angle between the two thighs (see equation 15), and 
dq0  the 
desired pitch angle of the trunk (see equation 16). dsw
iq 2  corresponds to the desired angle of 
the knee at the end of the knee extension of the swing leg just before the double contact 
phase (see equation 17). Each reference walking is characterized by a set of parameters 
( dsw
rq 1 ,
dsw
iq 2 ,
dq0 )  allowing to generate different walking gaits ( MV , stepL ). Figure 8 shows stick-
diagrams representing, for five average velocities 
MV  and the corresponding step of the 
length 
stepL , the walking of the biped robot during 2.8s (approximately 6 steps).  MV  and 
stepL  are respectively, from the top to the bottom, VerySmall, Small, Medium, Big, VeryBig. It 
must be pointed out that each reference gait are really different and the step length 
stepL
increases when 
MV  increases. 
Based on the five reference gaits, the goal of our approach is to generate new gaits using a 
merger of these five learnt gaits. Consequently, after this training phase, we use a mixture 
between Fuzzy-Logic and the outputs of the CMACs neural network in order to generate 
the trajectories of the swing leg and consequently to modulate the length of the step.  
In the next section, we present the control strategy based on the Fuzzy CMAC neural 
networks. In addition, we present the control which is used to regulate the average velocity. 
5. Control strategy based on both proprioceptive and exteroceptive 
information
Figure 9 shows the control strategy which is used to control the walking robot. It should be 
noted that the architecture of this control can be decomposed into three parts: 
• The first is used to compute the trajectories of the swing leg from several outputs of the 
lCMAC  neural networks and a Fuzzy Inference System (Gait pattern). The goal of this 
part is, on the one hand, to adjust the step length as function of the average velocity, 
and on the other hand, to adapt step length in order to the robot step over obstacle.  
• The second one allows the regulation of the average velocity 
MV  from a modification of 
the pitch angle 
0q . When the pitch angle increases, the average velocity increases and 
when the pitch angle decreases, the average velocity decreases. It’s in fact a good and easy 
way to control the average velocity of the biped robot because 
MV  is function of 0q .
• The third is composed by four PD control in order to ensure the tracking of the 
reference trajectories at the level of each joint. 
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Figure 9.  Structure of the control strategy for biped robot 
In this section, sub-section 5.1 describes the gait pattern based on the Fuzzy CMAC 
approach. In sub-section 5.2, the principle of the control of the average velocity is presented. 
And finally, we give the control laws making it possible the track of the desired trajectories.
5.1 Gait pattern
Our gait pattern is specially designed to adjust the length of the step during walking taking 
into account of both proprioceptive and exteroceptive information. The inputs of the gait 
pattern are 
1iqe =  and ],[ obsM dVX =  where obsd  and MV  represent respectively, the distance 
between the foot, and the obstacle and the measured average velocity. During the walking, the 
input e  is directly applied at each input of each l
kCMAC . 11qe =  if leg 1 is in support, and 
21qe =  if leg 2 is in support. But, the measures MV  and obsd  are represented using fuzzy sets. 
Figures 10 and 11 show the membership functions used respectively for 
MV  and obsd . MV  and 
obsd  are modelled by five fuzzy sets (VerySmall, Small, Medium, Big, VeryBig).  
Consequently, the desired angles d
iq 1  and 
d
iq 2 , and the desired angular velocities 
d
iq 1  and 
d
iq 2
are carried out by using a merger of the five learnt trajectories. This merger is realized by 
using TS-FIS. The choice of the fuzzy rules is carried out using pragmatic rules.  
Without obstacle ( mdobs 5.0> ), the length of the step is only a function of the average 
velocity. As human being, more 
MV  increases and more stepL increases. The five following 
rules allow us to adjust the step of the length as a function of the measured average velocity: 
• If VeryBigisdobs  and VerySmallisVM  then VerySmallisLstep
• If  VeryBigisdobs  and SmallisVM  then SmallisLstep
• If VeryBigisdobs  and MediumisVM  then MediumisLstep
• If VeryBigisdobs  and BigisVM  then BigisLstep
• If VeryBigisdobs  and VeryBigisVM  then VeryBigisLstep
d
MV
dq0
d
ijq
swT
stT
1iq
MV
obsd
Biped 
Robot
Gait Pattern 
PD
Control 
Average 
Velocity 
Control
PD
Control 
Obstacle 
Dectection
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This implies that when VerySmallisLstep , SmallisLstep , MediumisLstep , BigisLstep ,
VeryBigisLstep , the trajectories of the swing leg [
d
iq 1 ,
d
iq 2 ,
d
iq 1 ,
d
iq 2 ] are computed using 
respectively data held into 1CMAC , 2CMAC , 3CMAC , 4CMAC , 5CMAC .
When an obstacle is near of the robot ( mdobs 5.0< ), the length of the step depends of the 
distance between the foot of the robot and this obstacle. Consequently, if Bigisdobs  or 
Mediumisdobs , we choice to decrease the length of the step. And, if Smallisdobs  or 
VerySmallisdobs , we prefer to increase step length in order to the robot directly step over 
the obstacle. Table 3 shows all rules used by the Fuzzy CMAC in the case of the presented 
gait pattern. 
Figure 10. Membership functions used to compute 
MV
Figure 11. Membership functions used to compute 
obsd
MV
obsd
VerySmall Small Medium
Big
VeryBig
VerySmall 4O 4O 4O 4O 5O
Small 5O 5O 5O 5O 5O
Medium 1O 1O 1O 1O 1O
Big 1O 2O 3O 4O 4O
VeryBig 1O 2O 3O 4O 5O
Table 3. Fuzzy rules ( kO  correspond to the output of the kCMAC )
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5.2 Average velocity control 
This high level control allows us to regulate the average velocity by adjusting the pitch 
angle of the trunk at each step using the error between the average velocity 
MV  and the 
desired average velocity d
MV  and its derivative. MV  is calculated using equation 1.  At each 
step, dq0Δ , which is computed using the error between MV  and 
d
MV  and its derivative 
(equation 19), is then added to the pitch angle of the previous step )(0 nq
d  in order to carry 
out the new desired pitch angle of the following step )1(0 +nq
d  as shown in equation 20. 
)()(0 M
d
M
V
M
d
M
Pd VV
dt
d
KVVKq −+−=Δ  (19) 
ddd qnqnq 000 )()1( Δ+=+  (20) 
5.3 PD control 
The third one is composed by four PD control in order to be sure of tracking the reference 
trajectories on each joint. The torques 
kneeT  and hipT  applied respectively to the knee and to 
the hip are computed using the PD control. During the swing stage, the torques are carried 
out by using equations 21 and 22. d
ijq  and 
d
ijq  are respectively the reference trajectories 
(position and velocity) of the swing leg from the output of the Fuzzy-CMAC (j=1 for the hip, 
j=2 for the knee). 
)()( 1111 i
d
i
v
hipi
d
i
p
hip
sw
hip qqKqqKT  −+−=  (21) 
)()( 2222 i
d
i
v
kneei
d
i
p
knee
sw
knee qqKqqKT  −+−=  (22) 
Secondly, the knee of the stance leg is locked, with 02 =
d
iq  and 02 =
d
iq  (equation 23), and 
the torque applied to the hip allows to control the pitch angle of the trunk (equation 24). 
0q
and
0q  are respectively the measured absolute angle and angular velocity of the trunk. 
dq0
is the desired pitch angle. 
22 i
v
hneei
p
knee
st
knee qKqKT −−=  (23) 
000 )( qKqqKT
v
trunk
dp
trunk
st
hip
−−=  (24) 
6. Results 
The goal of the two main results presented in this section is to show the interest of the 
proposed approach. First, we present results about the walking of the biped robot when the 
average velocity increases. Second, we show that the robot can step over a static obstacle.  
6.1. Step length function of average velocity 
Figure 12 shows the stick-diagram of the biped robot walking sequence when the desired 
average velocity increases. It must be noticed that the control strategy, based on the five 
reference gaits learnt during the training phase of CMAC neural networks (see section 4.3), 
allows adapting progressively the length of the step as a function of the average velocity. 
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Figure 13 shows the desired average velocity d
MV , measured velocity MV  and step 
length
stepL . When 
d
MV  increases from sm /4.0  to sm /1 , MV  increases gradually and 
converges towards the new value of d
MV . stepL  increases automatically from m25.0  to 
m43.0  from the measured average velocity at each step. The regulation of the average 
velocity at each step is obtained thanks to an adequate adjustment of the pitch angle (see 
section 5.2). But, given that the swing leg trajectory depends on the average velocity, the 
length of the step is automatically adjusted as a function of 
MV  thanks to the Fuzzy CMAC. 
It must be pointed out that the average velocity is bigger than sm /8.0 , the length of the 
step stay constant ( mLstep 43.0= ).
Figure 12. Stick-diagram of the walking robot when the average velocity increases 
Figure 13. Average velocity and step length when the desired average velocity increases 
from 0.4m/s to 1m/s 
6.2. Avoidance obstacle using step over strategy 
The goal of this simulation is to show how the robot can step over an obstacle. In this 
example, the length and the height of the obstacle are respectively m2.0  and m05.0 . Figures 
16 and 17 show respectively stick-diagrams when the biped robot is walking on the floor 
whit and without obstacle. Without obstacle, the length of the step depends only of the 
average velocity. Consequently, 
stepL  is quasi-constant during the walking. But if an obstacle 
occurs, our control strategy allows adjusting the step of the length in order to the robot steps 
over this obstacle. Figure 16 shows the length of the step when the robot is walking on the 
floor without and with obstacle. In the case of the presented example, the step length is 
adjusted in order to the landing point of the swing leg is located just before the obstacle. The 
next step, the step length increases allowing to the robot to step over the obstacle.  
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Figure 14. Walking of the biped robot without obstacle on the floor
Figure 15. Walking of the robot when it steps over an obstacle 
Figure 16. Length of the step when the robot is walking on the floor without and with 
obstacle
7. Conclusion and further works 
In this chapter, we have described a control strategy based on both proprioceptive and 
exteroceptive information for autonomous biped robots. The first presented results, carried 
out on the basis of computer based simulation techniques, are very promising and prove 
that the proposed approach is a good way to improve the control strategy of a biped robot. 
First, we show that, with only five reference gaits, it is possible to generate other gaits. The 
adjustment of the step length as a function of the average velocity is due to the gait pattern 
based on the Fuzzy CMAC structure. Moreover, with a fuzzy evaluation of the distance 
between the robots’ feet and an obstacle, our control strategy allows to the biped robot to 
avoid an obstacle using step over strategy.  
However, it is important to remind that fuzzy rules are based on pragmatic approach and 
are constructed on the basis of some pre-defined membership functions shapes. For this 
reason, the presented control strategy may reach some limitation when biped robot comes 
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across more complex obstacles. Furthermore, in the real word, exteroceptive perception 
needs to use sensors as camera. Consequently, our further works will focus on two 
complementary directions: the first one will concern the study of the reinforcement learning 
strategy in order to increase the abilities of obstacles avoidance; the other one will 
investigate potentials of the exteroceptive information using vision. Based on these futures 
works, it will be possible to carry out experimental validations on the real robot RABBIT. 
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